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City needs policies that reinforce and enhance its attractiveness as a place to live and 

work. 

By Carol Kellermann 

February 10, 2013  

The late Ed Koch proclaimed New York City the “capital of the world,” and many New Yorkers would agree with 

him. But we have competition—not just from international financial capitals London, Hong Kong and Singapore, but 

also from U.S. regions like the Capital Beltway and Silicon Valley. These places are attracting highly educated 

workers at a greater rate than the New York metropolitan area, according to a Citizens Budget 

Commission analysis. 

Human capital is a hot topic. Thriving in the information economy requires a highly skilled workforce with 

specialized expertise and an ability to innovate. Attracting such a workforce is essential to New York's ability to 

retain strength in core industries and cultivate emerging ones. 

We compared the attractiveness of our metro area with that of the 14 other largest areas in the U.S. The resulting 

“competitiveness scorecard,” available at www.cbcny.org, benchmarks performance in demographics, human-

capital development and quality of life. 

The New York metro area ranks in the top tier on many indicators. It has about twice the number of people with 

master's degrees as the second-largest city, Los Angeles, and is very competitive in attracting and retaining highly 

skilled individuals. The area's strength comes from reputable higher-education institutions, robust employment 

opportunities and competitive pay in key industries. Its reputation as the nation's safest big city, its world-class 

cultural institutions and its ample recreational opportunities are also advantages. 

But Washington, D.C., and Silicon Valley (including the San Francisco and San Jose areas) are challenging us on 

important measures. Both surpassed New York in net immigration of highly educated individuals between 2009 and 

2011. Washington and Silicon Valley also have the greatest share of their private employment in professional and 

business services, information industries and financial activities, although total employment levels are greater in 

New York. 

Six metro areas have higher rates of business creation than we do, and both Silicon Valley and New England have 

been attracting more venture capital. We lag far behind Silicon Valley in entrepreneurship, but our weakest 

performance is on quality-of-life measures—particularly the affordability of rent and the length of commuting 

times. 

Highly educated talent is mobile, so we need policies that reinforce and enhance our attractiveness as a place to live 

and work. These should include efforts—like the Bloomberg administration's Applied Sciences Initiative that 
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brought Cornell University to Roosevelt Island—that support education in fields where the metro area lacks depth, 

foster affordable workspaces for startups, improve broadband and Wi-Fi connectivity, advocate for visa protocols 

that allow foreign students to work and become residents, improve mass transit and stimulate housing 

development. 

New York cannot afford to take our competitiveness for granted. We must constantly assess and adapt to maintain 

our leadership. The competitiveness scorecard offers policymakers a tool to benchmark our performance and make 

improvements to strengthen growth in a rapidly changing economy. 

Carol Kellermann is president of the Citizens Budget Commission. 
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